
 



 

  

 

 

Abstract 
 

The purpose for this study is to examine the impact score has on free-form designed games:                

games without designed goals. The study is aimed towards smaller products and is meant to               

help designers who are looking to implement score into their game with how it could affect the                 

player’s relationship to the defined goal, their intrinsic goal, and the purpose of the game. A                

prototype game was created that would simulate the free-form design method. The game had              

two modes: mode A without score and mode B with score added to one of the actions. Results                  

from observations and semi-structured interviews show that score has a direct impact on the              

way participants defined both their intrinsic goals and the one set by the game. Participants’               

perception of the game defined goal shifts as score is added by giving them a clear and                 

unambiguous extrinsic reward. 

 

Keywords: goals, rewards, score, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic reward, free-form design,          

goal-oriented design, emergent goals.  
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1 Introduction 
Since the turn of the century there has been a steady increase in player-expression and “play”                

with digital games through the application of a free-form design where explicit goals are no               

longer the fundamental backbone of what a game is (Juul, 2007). Costikyan (2002) states in his                

paper I Have No Words But I Must Design that a game without a goal is just a toy used for                     

“play”, but in video games the necessity of having a goal-oriented design is diminished by the                

action-reaction response that the virtual world can offer (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). 

 

When score is implemented to a free-form design game, it should be considered how it is                

affecting the player’s perception of the goal, since the influence score has on a player could                

degenerate the game-designer’s intention and leave the player only going for the reward aspect              

that is presented with enough feedback (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). This can become an issue               

when attempting to create games that are creative or otherwise have a vague “right” way to play                 

them. Reward systems are generally implemented to give the player some feedback and/or             

create competition to increase enjoyment (Elias, Garfield, & Gutschera, 2012), which Costikyan            

(2002) states are great for keeping people playing.  

 

By applying theories from behavioral psychology, regarding the effects of positive reinforcement            

as rewards on motivation, this paper will examine the subsequent effect score has on games that                

are created with a “free-form design” (Gazzard, 2011) - that is to say, a game without an explicit                  

goal (Juul, 2007). The results presented in this thesis will be useful to game designers that are                 

wondering how adding score will affect the grand design of the game. This will tie together with                 

Gazzard’s (2011) question: ”Are goals and rewards intertwined, and if so, how do they relate to                

each other in both games with clearly designed goals, and games that are seen to be more                 

free-form in their design?”.  
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2 Background 
This chapter will present terms and theories that will be extensively used during the study, as                

well as first give a brief overview of the psychological background. The central theoretical              

backbone of this study is that of goals and the two types of motivations behind them, which will                  

be defined and explained: as intrinsic and extrinsic (Sweetser and Wyeth, 2005). By using a               

behavioural perspective on the psychology behind intrinsic motivation, and its synonymous           

term flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), I will explain its connection to games in way that Sweetser               

and Wyeth (2005) use it. The practical and theoretical concepts of score will be examined by                

using Toups, Kerne and Hamilton’s (2009) definitions and interpretations on its reinforcing            

nature on players’ relative outcomes. Lastly, and most specifically to the study’s strong             

connection with motivation, the two types of design methods: free-form and goal-oriented            

design will be presented and explained through Gazzard (2011), Juul (2007) and Costikyan             

(2002) analysis. 

2.1 Behavioural psychology  
In the book Psychology of Learning and Behaviour written by Schwartz & Robbins (1995), he               

explains the famous experiment on pigeons, conducted by BF Skinner (1938), testing his             

theories of operant conditioning and positive reinforcement. Operant conditioning is described           

as reinforcement of reflexive behaviour by a reward stimulus. In the experiment a pigeon is               

taught to peck at a green light for a reinforcement of food. The food acts as a reward for when                    

the pigeon achieves the goal of pecking at the green light, but when the pigeon pecks at a red                   

light it receives no food, no reward. It is thus reinforced by the reward to obtain the box                  

designer's goal. The pigeon, however, is mostly intrigued by the food; the food for the pigeon is                 

the feedback, the reward, and the goal (Schwartz & Robbins, 1995). In most games the player                

strives towards a goal that is defined by the creator, whilst getting feedback depending on their                

actions. Positive actions are reinforced with rewards while negative ones are either punished or              

nothing happens and as Gazzard (2011) concludes: there is a strong relationship between goals              

and rewards in digital games. This relationship contributes to the motivations for play as well as                

how rewards can envelope the goals, as in the case of the pigeon. 

 

An interesting thing happens however when pigeons and other animals including us are put in a                

state of anxiety by not being rewarded as they have previously been; they often get creative. They                 

attempt new tricks to see if those will grant them the reward. In the pigeon’s case they would try                   

spinning once and if that gave them the reward they would continue that action (Schwartz &                

Robbins, 1995). The juxtaposing concept is that of the overjustification effect, where the             

expected extrinsic motivations take over from the intrinsic ones (Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett,             

1973; Ryan , 2000). And this, in short, is where the problematic question of score in free-form                 

oriented games derives; does the motivation of play without an external reward, such as score,               

diminish the will to perform other tasks that would normally be driven by the players’ own                

intrinsic motivation? 
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2.1.1 Rewards applied to games 
In regards to the basic concept of conditioning, collecting rewards as a form of behavioural               

reinforcement is a way to positively reinforce an action (Schwartz & Robbins, 1995). Rewards              

are defined as something received in return or recompense for merit, hardship, effort, or              

achievement (Dictionary.com, 2018), and just as they are received outside the digital game             

world - they are in it too. However, in video games it is common that they also are supported by                    

visual or aural feedback and accomplishments: 

 

If players cannot judge how their actions are bringing them closer or farther away              

from winning the game, they cannot properly understand the significance of their            

actions. 

Salen and Zimmerman, 2004: p. 258. 

 

What Salen and Zimmerman (2004) are saying is that feedback and reinforcement of player’s              

actions are needed so that they can understand that they are moving forward or backwards. In a                 

lot of games it is inherent that there is such a feedback. For example in Pac-man (Namco, 1980),                  

when you lose a life or don’t manage to get to another level, it is clear that something the player                    

is doing is wrong. 

2.2 Motivating goals 
Salen and Zimmerman (2004) state that without clearly defined goals games become less             

formalized activities and meaningful play is not possible. The reason for this is because the               

authors believe that all games are competitive in the sense that all games involve a conflict in                 

one way or another. Goals sustain the player’s interest, engagement, and their desire (Salen and               

Zimmerman, 2004), which means that goals aren’t necessarily finishing or beating a game. We              

don’t play to end the game, we play to play. The term “play” is used in Caillois’ (2001) book                   

defining what it means to “play” by separating it into two forms ludus: the organized activities                

with rules and goals; and paidia: essentially free-form play activities that come from the human               

will to be playful. With that in mind, goals can then be created by the player just as by the game                     

developer if they are given a space to “play” exercising their will for padia and the                

self-determined tendency towards ludus (Caillois, 2001). What is being examined in this study             

are the games that are designed with the idea that they should not have any defined goals, but                  

instead let the players create their own goals as Costikyan (2002) calls them “software toy(s)”,               

but this study will call them: “free-form design” games, named by Alison Gazzard (2011). 
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Moreover, In every form of game there is a goal, otherwise it is just meaningless play (Salen and                  

Zimmerman, 2004; Costikyan, 2002). Yet, what that goal is can be hard to define. One way to                 

separate what level of goals there are, is to separate them into main-goals and sub-goals (Juul,                

2007; Elias et al., 2012). The main-goal is the overall objective of the game, for example the                 

story in Tomb Raider (Crystal Dynamics, 2013), or not dying and losing your 50 cents in                

Pac-Man Arcade (Namco, 1980) or to finish first in any driving game. Sub-goals are the goals                

that come from sub-games (Elias et al, 2012) - independent actions like collecting all the eggs in                 

Spyro (Insomniac Games, 1998) or finishing all the side missions in Grand Theft Auto V               

(Rockstar North, 2013). Some games may only have sub-goals with no main goal, whilst others’               

main goal may be to complete sub-goals. For certain players the sub-goals may be more               

important to complete than the main goal, and the reason for that is the act of completing those                  

sub-goals can be so enjoyable that it becomes the main focus. These sub-goals can be taken                

insofar as to defining and rewarding the act of play, within the core mechanic of the game (Juul,                  

2007). Meaning that shooting in GTA V (2013) or driving a pleasing car in a driving game or the                   

feeling of running from A to B in Tomb Raider (2013) become sub-goals with intrinsic               

motivations. 

 

In order to understand the reason why players want to accomplish goals, this study will consider                

two main forms of motivation for goals and the reasons for them to be achieved. The first is an                   

intrinsic motivation and the second is an extrinsic motivation. 

 

2.2.1 Extrinsic motivation 
Extrinsic motivation is when enjoyment and the reason for playing comes from the external              

rewards that are given by the game; as Ryan and Deci (2000) state “extrinsic motivation is a                 

construct that pertains whenever an activity is done in order to attain some separable outcome”.               

In video games this can be a high score, or public achievement, money, or prestigious character                

equipment (Juul, 2003). If, for example, a game is played, not for the enjoyment of playing, but                 

for a result or a symbolic representation of one's skill it would be motivated by extrinsic values.                 

It can also be that one plays a game for the sole reason to become skillful if this in turn has a                      

competitive motivation. The possibilities of beating other players, and all other forms of             

competition, are also extrinsically motivated. An extrinsic motivation can also be to escape being              

punished or negatively rewarded (Ryan & Deci, 2000).  

2.2.2 Score as an extrinsic reward 
According to Toups et al (2009) reward reinforces the players understanding of how their              

actions are affecting their relative outcomes through positive or negative values and, score is a               

way to reward players of their accomplishments; separating it into the theoretical and the              

practical. The theoretical aspect of score is that it is an arbitrary and abstract construct. For                

example, whilst playing Pac-man (Namco, 1980) the score that is given for completing a level is                

just an arbitrary number signifying a reward. In turn, the practical aspect of score is that it can                  

extrinsically motivate players to achieve the goal. Score, and especially a high score system, can               
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also indicate progress, allowing for, as Troups et al (2009) says: “comparison and competition              

over time and between or within individuals and teams.” 

 

The purpose of score, as in what players are after, in sports, board games and most video games,                  

is the end goal: to win. Score in all sports and most board games are what determine who wins.                   

Score in itself is not a mechanic for play but a measure. Essentially score becomes the reward                 

and the goal. Salen and Zimmerman (2004) state that in a lot of video games, the score has no                   

direct effect on play; instead it is a “reward of glory”. This can be interpreted as, for example,                  

gaining a high score in Pac-man (Namco, 1980) is a reward of glory and doesn't actually have an                  

impact on play. However, it does have an impact on motivation and acts as an extrinsic reward                 

(Troups et al, 2009). If score is a reward then it should have a significant impact on play                  

because, for a player to have a meaningful experience the relationship between player action and               

system outcome - i.e. the cause and effect relationship between the player and the system - must                 

be a positively received one (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004; Elias et al, 2012). However, score is                

also a means of reinforcing a players status and position in the game (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005),                 

which means that score itself can be enough feedback to relay the cause and effect relationship                

the player has with the system. 

 

In the past, during the early years of arcade games, score would be used as a way to give the                    

players a goal when the game was a continuous loop that only ended with loss. Since then score                  

has also been used as a mechanic for rewarding players with an extra life after a certain value, or                   

other, In modern games other numerical systems have taken its place. Experience points, money              

and  

 

2.2.3 Intrinsic motivation 
Intrinsic motivation is when enjoyment stems from carrying out the task and setting own goals               

(Ryan & Deci, 2000). In Dickey's (2005) article on Engaging by design she explains the               

enjoyment of Pac-Man (Namco, 1980) by using Bowman’s (1982; review in Dickey, 2005) use of               

Csikszentmihalyi and Lawson's (1980; reviewed in Bowman, 1982) “flow state interaction”. The            

article discusses how not only do the extrinsic aspects of visual and aural feedback, and               

accomplishments, affect motivation, but also the intrinsic state that can be explained by flow.              

The condition of flow is defined as involving “deep concentration, high and balanced challenges              

and skills, and a sense of control and satisfaction” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990: p. 83). With that               

Bowman (1982) states that Pac-Man (Namco, 1980) creates a flow state because of its clear goals                

and immediate clear feedback, which consequently causes enjoyment which then becomes the            

motivation for play. How and why we achieve the aforementioned flow state is hard to test and                 

explain, so the author of this study mentions flow in this section as a way to shed a light on                    

intrinsic motivations and not as an exclusive reason for intrinsic play. 

 

By definition, the task has to have the opportunity of completion for the flow to be possible                 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). This means that although some games are not possible to complete,             
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it’s because of the sub-goals that exist or the player set goals, that the feeling of completion                 

exists. 

 

Lastly, Bartle’s (1996) taxonomy of the four player types gives further understanding on the              

intrinsic motivating factors for why players choose to act as they do. These categories are:               

achievement, explorative, socializing and killer (imposing) gamers. “Achievers regard         

point-gather and rising in levels as their main goal.” Explorers are interested in exposing a               

game’s “internal machinations” and the fun of discovery. Socializers are in it for the human               

interaction and “what they have to say”. Killers like the thrill of “imposing themselves” on               

others, causing destruction and harm, but can also be doing something helpful to others (Bartle,               

1996).  

2.4 Design methods 
The two design methods involving goals that will be experimented in this study are              

“goal-oriented” design and “free-form” design (Gazzard, 2011). However, Jasper Juul (2007)           

defines in his paper Without A Goal three types of game categories: with obligatory goals, games                

with optional goals, and games without goals. Each of these has their limitations and strengths. 

 

A goal oriented design is one that distinctly focuses on keeping the players attention on a goal,                 

whilst free-form design is in one way an attempt to create a game where the goal of the game is                    

vague and is able to change depending on the player within a defined system of rules (Gazzard,                 

2011; Juul, 2007). 

2.4.1 Goal-oriented design 
Goal oriented design is when the game design is focused on the player reaching a set goal and                  

having well defined goals for the player to achieve (Gazzard, 2011). Games such as Call of Duty 2                  

(Infinity Ward, 2005) that focus completing streamlined levels can be seen as goal oriented              

since the only thing the player can do is to move forward, complete obstacles and to see more of                   

the game. Similarly, another type of goal-oriented design is if the story is a central aspect,                

contributing to the way the player moves through the game to uncover more of the story                

(Gazzard, 2011). Unlike Pac-man (Namco, 1980) and Call of Duty 2 (Infinity Ward, 2005), some               

games are goal oriented by score, because of their endless and level-less nature, for example               

Tetris (Pajitnov, 1984). Within all games, goals can be dissected into sub-goals to the point               

where each little aspect becomes its own goal (Juul, 2007; Elias et al., 2012). For that reason it is                   

important to note that in this study the use of goals is not the individual sub-goals that are                  

important but the general purpose of the game. 
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Illustration 1: A screenshot from the goal oriented arcade game Pac-man (Namco, 1980) 

 

Pac-man (Namco, 1980) has a simple and well defined structure of clear goals that are not only                 

in the form of gaining the highest score - although that is its final end goal. It also rewards the                    

player by eating ghosts while powered up, collecting randomly spawn fruits and having a fast               

time, by giving them a higher score, thus reinforcing the action. Repeating the actions until the                

end the last of ones’ lives are finished. The extrinsic goal of the game is then to have the highest                    

score, which is achieved by playing well and also completing as many levels as possible. The                

design of the game is not to primarily give the players the tools to create their own goals, but to                    

have a defined structure that must be followed to be able to play the game, finding enjoyment in                  

the challenge and extrinsic reward of score (Juul, 2007; Gazzard, 2011; Elias et al., 2012). 

 

In conclusion, goal-oriented designs, for this paper, are games that are purposefully designed so              

that the main aspect of the game is to achieve a goal that the developers have set. 
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2.4.2 Free-form Design 
The term “free-form” is borrowed from Allison Gazzard’s (2011) paper on Rewards of space and               

time. For a game to be considered free-form it has to lack an explicit goal (Juul, 2007) where                  

“the emphasis is on player-defined goals” (Gazzard, 2011). This is its main quality; besides that               

Juul (2007) goes on to define other characteristics such as being “expressive and open”, and that                

they “let the player use them in many different ways, games that allow for many different                

playing styles, for players pursuing personal agendas”. It is vital to note that not all free-form                

games are open-world games, for example: The Sims series (2000-x). Juul (2007) also separates              

these into games with “optional goals” and games “with no goals”, however Costikyan (2002)              

and Salen and Zimmerman (2004) only distinct them by games with no goals as “software toys”                

and act of play. 

 

Games like Minecraft (Mojang, 2009) and Gray’s Mod (Newman, 2004), are free-form designed             

games since they give the tools for play but no defined goals. Minecraft (Mojang, 2009) has a                 

goal, which is to not die, but besides that the player is playing mainly because of intrinsic                 

motivations, i.e. goals set by the players themselves. A free-form game encourages emergent             

gameplay. Emergent behavior occurs when simple, independent rules interact to give rise to             

behavior that was not specifically programmed into the system (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004).             

It may create behaviors that were not foreseen or expected by the developers. It leaves players to                 

create new possibilities within the game. Games such as Second Life (Linden Research, 2003)              

and Gray’s Mod (Newman, 2004) give the players so much freedom that they are able to create                 

new parts of the game itself, while still in-game. 
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Illustration 2: A screenshot from the free-form designed game Minecraft (Mojang, 2013) 

 

In the screenshot above [illustration 2], the player has created their own railway system to be                

able to transport materials. To build that train isn’t shown in any way but the tools are there and                   

the player has made it their goal to build it. The game itself is not telling the player what the goal                     

is. Unlike a goal-oriented game, it gives no information about what is the best way to engage                 

with the mechanics or how the player should play (Gazzard, 2011). The range of what a                

free-form game is, is quite broad. Thus, it is important to note that the question isn’t about if the                   

players themselves can create goals, but if the game is designed with explicit goals or not. In a                  

game such as Counter-Strike: GO (Valve, 2012), where the goal is to kill the opponents and win                 

the match, individuals may have their own personal goals that can range from, getting only               

headshots, or beating a personal score, but nevertheless their own goals do not change the               

intended goal of the game which is to kill opponents until you win or lose the game. If Counter                   

Strike: GO (Valve, 2012) did not have teams or score or even an inclination to the fact that                  

people have to kill each other for the game to be “completed”, it would seize to have a                  

goal-oriented design. 

 

Open world games are designed so that players can go about and do what they want within the                  

constraints of the game while also having a clear main goal (Juul, 2007). Most of these sandbox                 

games are quite limited, but some like Grand Theft Auto V (Rockstar North, 2013), “mirror”               

many aspects of free-form design (Juul, 2007). Because of their scale, they offer the players the                

possibility to either play the goal-oriented aspect of the game, such as the story or selected                

missions, or let the player roam the “sandbox world” and come up with their own goals.  
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2.5 Summary of Definitions 
These are the definitions of central terms and concepts that are used during the thesis. 

 

Overjustification Effect: the incentive to work or play for an intrinsic reward becomes             

overshadowed by the availability of an positive extrinsic reward (Lepper et al, 1973; Ryan &               

Deci, 2000). 

 

Emergent gameplay: New, unforeseen - by the developer - behaviors arise by players using the               

tools/rules the game has given them (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004).  

 

Goals: Goals sustain the player’s interest and engagement by acting as the desired end result               

(Salen and Zimmerman, 2004) and is an activity that some possible outcomes have positive              

values assigned - thus, players should work towards those positive outcomes (Juul, 2003, 2007) 

 

Intrinsic Motivation: Intrinsic motivation is when enjoyment stems from carrying out the task             

(Salen and Zimmerman, 2004; Dickey, 2005; Ryan, 2000; Deci, 1971) 

 

Extrinsic Motivation: Extrinsic motivation which comes from carrying out a task for the end              

result; for something external (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004; Ryan, 2000, Deci, 1971). 

 

Score: A way to reward players of their accomplishments directly associated with gaining points,              

which in any case are arbitrary objects, numeric or symbolic, of collection (Troups et al, 2009). 

 

Feedback and reward: In the game world rewards are usually something received in return or               

recompense for merit, hardship, effort, or achievement, while feedback is a way to show the               

players if they are moving forwards or backwards from their goal (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004;               

Dickey, 2005). 

 

Free-form: A design method that focuses on intrinsic motivations to pursue player set goals              

while giving the tools and structure for a certain type of play - in a sense, a game that is                    

presented to not have any goal (Juul, 2003). 

 

Goal-oriented: A design method that builds on creating a well-defined goal for the players to               

strive towards (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004; Costikyan, 2002; Dickey, 2005) 
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3 Research Question 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the impact of score on free-form games, which are                 

designed with the intention to let the players create their own goals and thusly be intrinsically                

motivated (Juul, 2003). As Bowman (1982), and Salen and Zimmerman’s (2004) research states             

it is essential for a game to have clear goals and feedback, which is why one might wish to apply                    

score to a free-from design to give players a strictly defined motivator through score.  

 

Free-form design will be regarded, in this paper, as a game that has no clear goal set by the game                    

for the player to achieve. There should be nothing limiting the player from changing their goal as                 

well as nothing indicating a way to “beat” the game. Since score acts as a positively reinforcing                 

reward it may alter the players motivation and bend the goal away from the player emergent                

ones to the fixated high score goal.  

 

Video games have taken a long leap from the time of arcade games with explicit goals, into                 

another realm of play, where expression and play are at the forefront (Juul, 2007). When a game                 

developer is deciding mechanics in a free-form design it can be beneficial to know the effect                

score has on the player and the goals that appear. With this in mind the research question is as                   

follows:  

 

➢ How does score impact the player’s intrinsic goals when playing a game applying             

free-form design? 

 

 

3.1 Methodology 
For this study a prototype free-from designed game with two modes, one without score [mode               

A] and one with score [mode B], was made. The data for this study was collected through                 

observations and interviews with six participants who played two modes of the game after being               

primed with instructions. The data collection has been conducted through two methods,            

observation and semi-structured interviews, to create a better understanding and validate as            

much of the knowledge gained thereby increasing the quality of the study (Bryman, 2009). The               

empirical material gathered is of a qualitative sort because this study aims to create a deeper                

understanding for the practical application than to generalize (Bryman, 2009). The reason an             

observational method is employed in this study is because it gives the researcher an opportunity               

to collect data while the play is unfolding. Notes on contextuality will help straighten out the                

statistical data collected at the end of each play. Some downsides to it are that it is subjected to                   

the observers performance and possible mistaken interpretations of certain actions (Cote & Raz,             

2015).  
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The data collected through observation was used to cross reference the participants’ answers             

during the semi-structured interviews to better understand their perceived goal. This was to try              

to verify that the information they gave in the interview correlated with that of their test                

participation (Cote & Raz, 2015).  

 

The game was designed with a free-form structure in mind - that is to say no explicit goal - and                    

two modes. Mode B differentiates itself with mode A by including a score mechanic on one of the                  

available actions. The control variable was that everything besides the score was identical within              

the two modes of the game. This was to minimize the amount of variables that could affect the                  

player's motivation and goal orientation. The experimental test variable is that the participants             

play the two modes of the same game without score [A] and once with score [B]. 

3.1.1 Artifact 
The prototype game artifact that was made for this study contains several mechanics but no               

explicit goal, making it a game with a simplified free-form design. The four main activities are to                 

explore, find and carry chalices, write and read notes, place and destroy blocks, all while               

defending oneself by killing monsters that are scattered around the map. Each participant had              

three lives that are only lost by touching a monster.  

 

The two modes of the game were Mode A and Mode B. Mode A did not have score to any of the                      

activities whereas Mode B rewarded the player with 100 points on bringing a golden chalice to a                 

platform where the player started. All of the actions, except killing monsters, were permanent              

and rolled over into the next player’s game. This was to create a sense of purpose, as Salen and                   

Zimmerman (2004) point out in their chapter on “meaningful play”, so the outcomes of one's               

actions are integrated into the system. 

3.1.2 Participants 
Keeping in mind the study's qualitative nature and the time limitation, the researcher decided to               

conduct the tests on six participants. Backed by Bryman (2009), whom states that qualitative              

interviews don't require as many participants, six participants seemed adequate as each semi             

structured interview would have the possibility to present enough data to be analyzed for the               

purpose of this study. 

 

There was no intended discrimination of culture or gender since neither was being tested. Only               

one female took part of the experiment, and all the participants came from a generally Western                

cultural background. The age group is from around 20 to 35. The participants were chosen by to                 

be a part of the study by proximal recruitment in Gothenburg, Sweden, during a large board                

game event. The boardgame players were asked if they wanted to take part of a study, and so the                   

first six who wanted to take part became the ones used in the study.  

 

The reason for a voluntary participation was mainly to simplify the logistics. The board game               

event gave the perfect opportunity to make sure that all test participants have some knowledge               
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of playing games so that inability to play never interfered with the study. As the study is mostly                  

participated by people who are interested in games, and/or have in depth knowledge of              

designing games, it is not possible to conclude that the results can be generalized for the rest of                  

the non-videogame-playing population. This study is focused on people who play games and it              

wouldn’t be beneficial to test the perception of goals and score in videogames on people who do                 

not play games. 

3.1.3 Priming and research ethics 
Before the tests participants were primed by giving them a list [Appendix A] of instructions on                

how the game is played. This was also where ethical considerations were taken by telling them                

that they would be observed while playing, a video recording device would be on, and that they                 

would take part in an interview, which will all remain anonymous. They were also informed that                

they could end the experiment whenever they’d like (Pitkänen, 2015), clearing their            

participation from the study. This was also the time to formally make sure that they consent                

taking part of the study. 

 

The participants were not told to follow any specific goal or to obtain a high score. This was to                   

avoid steering the players’ interest towards any specific direction. The controls of the game were               

very clearly explained and if they had any questions during their playthrough concerning             

controls they were to ask the observer.  

 

3.1.4 Observation 
The observations took place in a non-formal environment, with the observer sitting beside the              

participant. The reason for this was because of logistics and so that the observer could take                

thorough notes and analyze the data (Pitkänen, 2015). Only on-screen events were recorded by              

using OBS (2012) - screen-recording software - since the participants’ actions in the game were               

vital to the study and not their physical reactions. Recording the screen also proved useful later                

on to better analyse the way that the played and for ease of access to the data that the game itself                     

recorded while they played.  

 

Participants were observed until end the game, in both mode A and B, when they either died                 

losing all 5 lives, or when the observer deemed the observation time sufficient. They played both                

modes for the same amount of time. The observations took roughly 5 to 10 minutes. At the end                  

of each mode a result screen with statistics on the actions taken during play was recorded, thus                 

making it easier to record the specific amounts of actions. These actions include: placing boxes,               

destroying boxes, killing monsters, collected chalices, notes written, notes destroyed and score.  
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During the observation certain data was also recorded by the observer:  

 

➔ How they explored the game-mechanics 

◆ Trying everything or sticking to only one 

➔ How they explored the game-world. 

◆ If they played cautiously or more aggressively.  

➔ If they were going for the high score on purpose 

◆ Or if they only chose the chalices that were easy to collect 

 

The data recorded by the observer during the gameplay tests was collected by noting down when                

the participants were thinking out loud and by looking at the screen. All recorded data was then                 

analysed by creating groups, a Mode A group and a Mode B group, with notes written for each                  

participant. Each group was then further analyzed looking at prominent patterns and their             

relation one another. This is to ensure that the data presents a trend in activity and if there is a                    

direct correlation between the two (Pitkänen, 2015).  

 

The observation was to be used as a cross-reference point with the semi structured recall               

interview and so the researcher could verify if the answers were consistent with the playthrough               

as well as a way for the researcher to be record data from the individual playthrough itself.  

3.1.5 Semi-Structured Interview 
Participants took part in a semi-structured interview about their perceived goal and how they              

went about to achieve it. The first part of the interview was after mode A and the second larger                   

part after mode B [Appendix B]. As Pitkänen (2015) points out a semi-structured interview is               

good when one “is interested in all thoughts arising at a certain event” and that when there is a                   

“definite focus, some structure serves the researcher in focusing the interviews with relevant             

questions.”  

 

The interviews were not recorded; instead the interviewer paraphrased their answers, and added             

focused notes highlighting aspects that the participants put in extra care to explain. Answers for               

each question were noted down in a paraphrased, simplified form. This made it easier for the                

interviewer to follow along during the conversation and give more thoughtful follow up             

questions. It also meant that nothing had to be transcribed because, as Cote & Raz (2015) says, it                  

is an extremely time consuming process.  

 

The interview structure is based off of Cote & Raz’s (2015) guide on the “typical components of                 

an interview”. The introductory script and warm-up questions were done during the briefing to              

build a rapport and “cover necessary information” for the game playing and the interview. The               

questions, which can be found in Appendix B, were asked as they were written, but then, in light                  

of it being semi-structured follow up questions and further explanations of the questions were              

dynamically given to each participant. 
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Both interviews start with asking if they understood the mechanics of the game and if anything                

stuck out, i.e.: did they not understand anything or was anything out of the ordinary for them.                 

This was to ensure that the gameplay was clear and that they understood what they were doing.                 

The question on identifying ones gamer type was based on Bartle’s (1996) paper on the               

taxonomy of gamer types. This question isn’t a red herring - although it might act as one for the                   

participant - but a chance to see if the actions the participant chose to do are correlated with                  

what they perceive as enjoyable or if it is guided by the extrinsic reward of score in Mode B. Thus                    

fulfilling the last category of a demographic question as Cote & Raz (2015) suggest. The               

interview was primarily about what the participants felt their goal was and the way that they                

perceived and recalled their interaction with the game. Questions were often steered towards the              

participants own perspective due to the subjectivity of intrinsic goals. The most important             

questions after both interviews were on how they defined the goal for the game and for                

themselves; their subjective understanding of the goal is what this study is after, with the final                

question after mode B being the most significant towards shedding light on the research              

question. As mentioned before, exact questions can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Only after the interview were patterns and comparisons made (Cote & Raz, 2015). This way the                

answers could be cross-compared with their way of playing to gain a deeper knowledge what               

motivated them, and to insure that the observer’s influence on the interview notes were not only                

supporting any biases (Lieberoth & Roepstorff, 2015). Furthermore, it shed light on their             

individual understanding of the goal of the game.  

3.2 Method Discussion 
The structure of the study, with the participants playing both mode A and mode B, could have                 

had significant effect on the way participants perceived the goal. The reason why it was kept as it                  

is was to test the change score has on a player’s own perception of the way they play and what                    

motivates them. If participants only played one mode then a change in their goals wouldn’t be                

noticeable.  

 

The questions that all participants’ interviews stemmed from were often Yes or No questions.              

This could have been a problem because of the limited knowledge gained from such an answer.                

However, the questions worked nicely with the semi-structured approach as the observer could             

then ask why and further probe the participants for deeper answers. Qualitative data, as              

collected in this study, has the issue that i can “be challenged at the leaves of generalizability and                  

refutability” (Lieberoth & Roepstorff, 2015). It is hard to compare studies because of how              

uniquely they have been conducted. A strictly qualitative study would have given the study more               

empirically reliable data but could also “lack in contextual information, and risk painting             

pictures of non-existent averages.” (Lieberoth & Roepstorff, 2015) This is why in this study it               

was decided to use a mixed method where the bulk of the result was qualitative but for cross                  

referencing and triangulation some qualitative data was also recorded on the playthrough            

(Lieberoth & Roepstorff, 2015; Bryman, 2009).  
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Lastly, when deciding whether the observer should be in the room with the participant or not it                 

seemed like the best choice was that he should even though it could have altered the results by                  

the way the participants played the game. Having the observer in the room meant that he could                 

help the participants with controls and make sure that they played mode A and then mode B. A                  

solution would have been to have the observer remotely control or instruct the participants, thus               

not interfering with their play through.  
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4 Project Description 
This chapter of the study is about the artifact, a prototype game, that is made and used for the                   

stud, an in-depth description that explains the game design choices of the final product and the                

process behind it. The game is a two dimensional ¾ perspective action game with two modes:                

one with score and one without. The design method employed is that of a free-form design. The                 

layout is in a relatively large open area with a closed off perimeter. The game is made in the                   

Gamemaker: Studio engine with pixelated graphics and a simple atmospheric soundtrack.  

 

Illustration 3: A screenshot from of the artifact used for the study. 

 

There are five basic interactive aspects of the game: movement in and around an open game                

world; shooting and killing monsters; placing and destroying boxes; placing, writing and            

deleting notes; and lastly, picking up and throwing a chalice. All actions the players make are                

saved and consequently also felt by the next player.  
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4.1 Preparation 
In preparation to making the simplified free-form designed game the researcher used and tested              

some commercial game examples that are played by controlling a single character as a way to                

understand which mechanics would best be condensed and simplified to simulate a free-form             

design. 

 

 

Illustration 4: A screenshot from the free-form designed game Rust (Facepunch, 2013) 

 

Minecraft (Mojang, 2009) is the ultimate example of game that gives the tools for play without a                 

clear goal thereby utilizing a free-form design. It is pure expressive play, in digital form. It also                 

showed the benefit of some conflict with its nocturnal enemies even if there was no explicit goal                 

or reward in killing them. 

 

The next game tested was Rust (Facepunch, 2013) - a game where you are born into a world with                   

no goal but survive. There is no score or incentive to do anything else but as Salen &                  

Zimmerman (2004) say: “play” with one’s surroundings. A significant part in both Rust and              

Minecraft is the ability to affect the world one plays in. Rust also showed the impact of social                  

interaction, even if it isn’t direct; the destruction of one's house (illustration 3) after a night of                 

inactivity. This was also evident in the survival shooter DayZ (Bohemia interactive, 2018) that              

let the player leave notes for others to read. 
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Lastly, by looking at Garry’s Mod (2004), Cities: Skylines (Paradox Interactive, 2015) and games              

in The Sims Series (Maxis, 2000-x) one can clearly see that an open world sandbox design is not                  

a prerequisite and does not define the free-form design.  

 

By looking at these projects one can start to see a pattern of a how free-form design is                  

implemented in games today. A wide range of tools and/or mechanics are given, no goals, and                

an open world to explore, many times attempting to simulate real life. For this study the ability                 

of being able to build, destroy, and move objects, as well as the implementation of a subtle                 

danger that can kill you, was inspired by Minecraft (2009). The notes and permanence to one's                

actions came from the social interactions of Dayz (2018) and Rust (2013). 

4.2 Game Design 
The basic game mechanics were kept as simple as possible so that in the short time of play there                   

was not an issue of interaction. The game is played by using the W,A,S,D keys on the keyboard to                   

move the player character around. A crosshair is attached to the mouse movement and by               

pressing the left mouse button (LMB) one can shoot, and by pressing the right mouse button                

(RMB) a block is placed where the mouse is. The player had three lives that were spent by being                   

killed by a demon monster. To end the game one either dies, losing all three lives, or it will end                    

when the observer deems the observation time sufficient. It is important to note that all actions                

besides killing monsters, which keep spawning infinitely, are carried over to the next player’s              

world.  

4.2.1 Enemy 
Within this world there lurk monsters that can attack the player, thus creating some tension and                

conflict. This conflict is important as it will engage the player with an affordance that deepens                

the interaction to the game (Dickey, 2005). The one and only enemy that can harm you will be a                   

simple monster that becomes aggravated when approached; killed easily by shooting it two             

times. It stays still until it comes into view for the player and stops when it leaves view. 

 

Figure 1: The enemy that could cause the player to lose a life. 
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4.2.2 Notes 
Notes will scattered around the room which the player can find by exploring. What’s more, the                

player can write their own notes and place them where they are standing. Notes will give the                 

players the ability to write stories, or anything really, to the next participant. If you like a note                  

you can leave it as it is or rewrite it or add another note next to it and add to the story. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The notepad that players placed and interacted with to write notes. 

4.2.3 Blockers 
Players will also be able to place blockers that can be destroyed by attacking them sufficiently.                

This will give the player the ability to guard notes or make it more difficult for the next player to                    

traverse the world. It also acts as a way for players to engage with the environment of the world                   

by being able to change it. 

 

 

Figure 3: The box that players could destroy and use to block off sections. 
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4.2.4 Chalices 
Chalices were added to the game to place an object in the world that looks like it would be a                    

reward but doesn’t act extrinsically as a reward at first. The reason for this is to make the object                   

seem important and eye grabbing but initially totally useless, within the confines of the game.               

Several chalice objects are randomly placed into the room. The player can walk over them to                

pick them up, carry them around, and throw them. They do not interact with other objects in the                  

game except for the platform that the player avatar starts on. If the chalice is brought to the                  

platform it disappears and a sound effect of applause is started. This is where the chalice differs                 

in mode A and mode B. In mode B, if the chalice is brought to the platform, it disappears and                    

gives the player 100 points that are added to the total score at the top of the screen. 

 

 

Figure 4: The chalice that players could pick up and throw 

 

4.2.5 Score 
Score can be directly associated with gaining points, which in any case are arbitrary objects,               

numeric or symbolic, of collection (Troups et al, 2009). It will not only attribute to an end game                  

high score, but also to being able to see where the points are coming from. 

 

All in all, during the fully free-form mode A players will be able to either look for enemies and                   

try to kill them; look for all the notes to read; write their own notes; place blockers to defend or                    

complicate things for the next player, or to guard notes; gathering chalices; exploring the room               

looking for something more – which doesn’t exist; or a combination of all the aforementioned               

interactions. Then, in mode B, they will be able to do all that but also score points towards a                   

highscore by collecting chalices. 
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4.3 Progression 
During the initial phase of pen-and-paper prototyping, the game resembled an endless dungeon             

where you can place all the traps, enemies, and blockers. The level would also be a small room                  

with endless amounts of new rooms that are generated upon entering them. The game would               

grow and gain more obstacles and challenges the more people played, because the previously              

played rooms would be persistent. It would be some kind of combination of a survival game and                 

an endless dungeon. The point was to focus on exploration, but not only did it not satisfy the                  

thesis it would also be too difficult to test what people were focusing on. 

4.3.1 Version 0.8 
Inspired by DayZ (2018), notes which players can read and write were added. The fundamental               

gameworld changed and became more open world with a progression system much like the              

games play during preparation. This also slowed down the game and didn’t focus it enough on                

what was important: having a few mechanics that, in a limited time, the participants could play                

around with enough to feel engaged but not guided by the game’s design.  

 

The reason notes seemed to work well in a free-form designed game is that they become so open                  

to the player’s interest, one can write a story for the game or joke or mess with the next player                    

for fun. This alone becomes more engaging activity as participants could feel like they’re being               

part of something larger than just that play-through and they can use their creativity beyond the                

simplistic move and shoot mechanics (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). 

 

The decision to have an enemy at all was to create a relatable tension (Rose, 2010; Dickey,                 

2005), much like in Minecraft (Mojang, 2009) and a clear aspect which most players will be able                 

to understand. It also makes exploration more risky and engaging. 

 

Blockers were added so the participants get another mechanic that can combine with the attack               

making it a defence or with the notes making them harder to attain. It also helps the player feel                   

like they are making a noticeable difference to the world (Dickey, 2005; Salen & Zimmerman,               

2004).  

 

At first, score was added to killing monsters In mode B. However, it became clear that shooting                 

monsters was already the most rewarding activity as it gave the most unambiguous feedback.              

This needed to change so that there was less of a chance for confusion if participants had only                  

been killing monsters because it’s already most rewarding or if the extrinsic reward of score               

changes anything. Adding score to placing blockers seemed like a good choice but it quickly               

became evident that one can exploit it too easily: destroying and then placing blockers.  
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4.3.2 Pilot Study and Version 0.9 
Once a playable version with all the needed mechanics was made a couple tests were conducted                

to ensure that it works properly in junction with the research question. The pilot study included                

an informal briefing with instructions on how to play and an explanation of the study.               

Participants then got to test the game as many times as they liked to and the observer recorded                  

data based on the research question and the information needed about how the goal was               

perceived. 

 

Upon testing it, it was clear that some there were limitations that interfered with the study.                

First, there was unclarity in the graphical portrayal of the notepads and how to interact with                

them. The instructions during the priming stage had also not been sufficient. A much more               

detailed instructional priming, with a list of rules [as seen in appendix A], was employed for the                 

participants.  

 

The two biggest issues encountered were how a time limitation only interfered with the              

sensation of play, which is central in free-form design, and it also didn’t give them enough time                 

to truly understand how each mechanic worked. The second issue was that the act of killing                

monsters was too central to the game and was the only action that gave any sensation immediate                 

of reward, intrinsic or not. This, along with a lack of enough feedback when gaining score, made                 

the mechanics too vague to be at all engaging. So, to remedy this, a new mechanic was added                  

based on exploration. One would have to find and collect chalaces bringing them to the center of                 

the room to receive a reward of points added to one’s score sum on the top right corner. This                   

way the act of finding chalaces and carrying them to the center, which in mode A is a reward-less                   

yet motivating exploration mechanic, becomes a rewarding one. Making it change from a             

seemingly benign activity to the one that gives an explicit extrinsic reward. 

 

Lastly, to emphasize the danger of the monsters, once they reach the player character, a death                

screen shows up and tells the player that they only have X amount of lives left. This change                  

effects the overall rule of the game because it means that the moment of play is over once the                   

initial lives are through. This makes it a lot less vague when the game ends and what dangers                  

there are while still maintaining a free-form design, like the example games in the preparation               

points 4.1. 
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4.4 Limitations and Concerns 
Ideally, it would be possible to take a game that already exists with a free-form design that can                  

then be modified to add score for a certain aspect. Unfortunately this alternative was not               

possible because of legal and time constraints, and inexperience in available modding tools. The              

game project made for this study intends to simulate the experience of a free-form game.               

However, there are some limitations: 

 

The fact that the game has such a shallow availability of actions is contrary to what a free-form                  

game is supposed to have. The availability of sub-goals that the player can choose to preform is                 

meant to simulate the availability of much larger amounts of sub-goals that other games have               

and in essence draw more from the “goal-less” aspect of free-form games that Gazzard (2011)               

and Juul (2007) write about. The tools given in the game can only be used for their sole                  

purposes, and not leaving much for the players to explore and express themselves. While              

narrative aspect will change depending on their way of playing there are a very limited selection                

of narrative outcomes that can come from such a simple game. Lastly, when testing the game it                 

seemed like it clearly could be too difficult for some and too easy for others; a difficult balance to                   

achieve when making games. 

  

In conclusion, the tested artifact may not be an ideal free-form game but it is an attempt to                  

simulate the lack of goals, while giving a small range of expressive mechanics, as presented in a                 

free-form game design.  
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5 Evaluation 
In an attempt to explore and answer the research question, “How does score impact the player’s                

intrinsic goals when playing a game applying free-form design?” six test participants were asked              

to play two modes of a “free-form” designed game, with the first mode not containing score and                 

the second adding points to collecting chalices towards a high score. By using a semi-structured               

interview the participants were asked to express their understanding of the game’s goal and              

their own intrinsic ones. 

5.1 The Study 
The study was carried out in city of Gothenburg during a board-game event with six               

participants. They were told that the study would take around 15 minutes to complete and then                

they were briefed with a background of the study, that they would preserve their anonymity, and                

that they could end their participation at any time. They were also told that some of their actions                  

(notes and boxes) would be persistent to the next player. To begin, the observer and the                

participant sat down by the test computer with the game already running on the first screen                

where one picks a mode to play. The controls were explained and the observer activated the                

screen recording application. Any initial questions were then answered. When they asked “what             

do I have to do” the explanation was to just play the game, without giving a clear goal, thereby                   

not steering them with predetermined intentions. All participants were told to first play Mode A,               

take part in a short interview, and then play Mode B with one final interview. As the participants                  

played the observer was sitting next to them taking notes on their reactions and vocal thought                

processes. The score and recorded data screen would come up at the end of each mode and was                  

recorded and saved. It became clear when the data was being analysed that recording “Notes               

Destroyed” was redundant, because only one note was destroyed, and therefore not collected as              

integral data.  

 

The semi-structured interview at the end of each mode was carried out in a casual               

conversational fashion that was structured by the use of questions underlined in appendix B. All               

participants were asked the same questions in the same order. Because of the dynamic nature of                

the interview, and how the questions could be elaborated upon, participants gave a lot of extra                

information on their perceptions. To not overwhelm the participants the interview was concise,             

taking about 3 to 5 minutes. Interview questions from mode A and B are quite similar so when                  

they were asked about mode B they had to sometimes be explained a bit further with regard to                  

the previous mode.  
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5.2 Results 
The following results are collected from the observations during the study, the post-review of the               

recorded gameplay and the notes taken during the semi-structured interviews. The format is:  

 

1. Explaining the play-through of mode A and the following interview. 

2. Explaining the play-through of Mode B and the final interview.  

3. A summary of their perception of the effect of score on their playthrough from mode A                

and B 

 

Data charts are made to visually plot the various actions the participant took, thereby giving               

some indication in difference of mode A and mode B, and as an overview of their play-through;                 

not to explain or statistically answer the research question. Several participants died from the              

monsters because of the one-hit-kill mechanic, but none of them finished a mode by dying. All                

modes were ended by the observer’s instruction. They played mode A and mode B for the same                 

amount of time. 
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5.2.1 Participant 1 
The first participant found all the controls intuitive and enjoyed the mechanic of placing blocks.               

All the briefed actions were tested in mode A and the participant said that he found a desire to                   

try out new things. When asked about the goal of the game (in mode A) the participant said that                   

it was, for him, about picking up chalices and to kill monsters. The participant didn’t consider                

mode A to have a designed goal. He also added that because it was a study he felt like none of his                      

actions mattered anyway. He identified himself as an explorative gamer. This was backed up by               

the way he played: trying out a variety of actions and looking for more things at the edges of the                    

map. 

 

After playing mode B he was again asked if he wanted to retest the actions and he said yes since                    

he knew that something would give him points. He stated that this time he started using boxes                 

as a roadmap to help him in his goal, which had now become to gather chalices and gaining a                   

high score. Once he knew what gave him points he said that it immediately affected what he was                  

doing.  

 

His perceived difference in goals between mode A and mode B was that in mode A he was just                   

trying to kill monsters and collect chalices aimlessly, for the sake of doing something, but in                

mode B he had a direct focus: the highscore. The graph shows that there was a tendency to                  

perform fewer actions in mode B and focus more on chalices. 

Graph 1: Actions performed by participant 1. 
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5.2.2 Participant 2 
Participant 2 found that all the mechanics, but the chalices, were clear. He didn’t understand               

what they were for or how they were used. He would walk over them and then throw them at the                    

monsters - with no effect. He also forgot to use the boxes as he felt that “it didn’t give [him]                    

much”. He did want to test everything but not everything he tried gave him purpose as his only                  

self-defined goal was to kill monsters. He said he found it fun to kill monsters, read and write                  

notes, and look for more things at the edges of the map which mirrored his curiosity about “what                  

happens if you kill them [monsters] all?” His play-style and response to what type of gamer he                 

was quite aligned as he stated he’s an explorer/killer.  

 

In mode B he again wanted to try all the mechanics, but this time for the sake of finding out                    

what makes him gain points. He said that “the chalices stuck out” and he felt that it affected the                   

way he played the game. Once the points were introduced his goal shifted to gaining a high                 

score. The game, he felt, had “decided the goal” for him this time. This however didn’t defer his                  

desire to add blocks and write notes which he said he did to “help others”. The game in mode B                    

was much clearer and competitive as there was now a high score.  

 

Finally, when asked if there was a perceived difference between the goals of A and B he states                  

that since he figured out how to gain points that became his “primary goal” unlike in mode A                  

where exploration and joy killing monsters was his primary self-defined goal. This is not to say                

that he did less of the available actions. 

Graph 2: Actions performed by participant 2. 
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5.2.3 Participant 3 
Participant 3 also understood all controls and mechanics but said that he “didn’t immediately              

understand the chalices”. Also, he didn’t understand how the blocks can be used as something               

beneficial. His opening statement just after the first introductory question was that he felt he               

“was playing a test” so he didn’t feel like he was playing completely honestly. When asked to                 

define the goal for the game in mode A he answered that collecting chalices was the purpose and                  

goal. This motivation behind this was that “the applause sound effect” and that the chalice               

disappeared gave him enough feedback that it became his goal to act on it. He added that                 

knowing it’s an experiment affected the way he played - gathering more chalices. Trying new               

things until it gave some reward, in this case visual and audio feedback. Participant 3 considers                

himself a social gamer adding that he “only plays games that can be played with other people”.  

 

When asked about retesting all the instructed actions participant 3 answered that he didn’t feel               

like trying it all besides seeing if shooting monsters would give him points. When killing               

monsters didn’t give him points he quickly moved collecting chalices and started doing that              

primarily. Again, in mode B, his answer to define a goal was to collect chalices and “to have fun”,                   

- but mostly to beat the high score.  

 

He said that his goal didn’t change in mode B only that he “played more efficiently”. Adding that                  

the game itself became clearer and thusly his actions were very focused. Participant 3 had a very                 

similar graph in mode A and B with the main difference being that more chalices were collected                 

in A and boxes were not placed in B.  

Graph 3: Actions performed by participant 3.. 
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5.2.4 Participant 4 
The fourth participant accidentally closed the game twice which interrupted the flow but the              

video was still recorded so an accurate collection of the actions was recorded by watching the                

video instead of the in-game counters. He felt that all the controls were straight forward, stating                

“yes, because I explored them myself”. He, like the others before him, forgot about the blocks                

until a certain point where he placed a lot of blocks at once “protecting” a note he wrote. When                   

asked what the game’s goal was in mode A he responded by saying there was none because there                  

was “no reward”. He added that collecting chalices was intrinsically not rewarding. He felt that               

the goal was more akin to games such as Minecraft (2009) - in that one has to create one’s own                    

goal, and where the game doesn’t “provide” the player with one. The follow up question about                

what his own goal was answered with simply saying that “killing monsters was fun” and “I had                 

no goal”. He identified himself as a killer gamer. 

 

In mode B he said that the mechanic that stuck out for him was trying to use boxes as a means to                      

find his way back to the chalice collection platform. He claimed that he “didn’t care for writing                 

notes” in either mode A or B. He figured out how to gain points very quickly and described the                   

goal of the game now to be “to collect chalices in any way possible”. He also stated that because                   

the game had a goal, he now too had one. Stating that the game had now “imposed a goal” onto                    

him.  

 

Finally, when considering the difference between mode A and B participant 4 said: “score gave               

me a purpose - a clear goal”. The data graph shows an affinity to collecting chalices in mode B                   

and an overall decrease of other actions performed.  

Graph 4: Actions performed by participant 4. 
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5.2.5 Participant 5 
Participant 5 understood the controls well but not how they applied to the mechanics of the                

game. Nothing stuck out and nothing was really tried in mode A because as she wanted to “keep                  

it to the basics”. She said that “initially there was no goal” to the game and was quite perplexed                   

by what to do besides “killing as many monsters as possible” which she then said was her own                  

goal. She also added that “carrying around my chalice had purpose”. She found intrinsic              

pleasure in keeping it safe. At first she said she identified as an achievement gamer but then                 

later after mode B changed to explorative. This could be because she had then tested all the                 

actions one could perform. 

 

In mode B participant 5 wanted to test all the instructed actions to “figure out the score                 

function”, as she put it, and only because of that. She couldn’t figure out how to gain points and                   

roamed aimlessly for a while. This affected what other actions she took and also gave her more                 

time to kill monsters. Once she figured out how to gain score she said that the goal of the game                    

and for her was to “crush the high score”.  

 

Her perceived difference between mode A and mode B was that A was for “testing the                

mechanics” (which she didn’t do, when looking at the playthrough) whereas B was figuring out               

how to gain score and then working towards beating the high score. She said that she felt more                  

“experimental” in mode B. By looking at the data graph one can clearly see how she keep to one                   

action for the most part in mode A while in mode B she explored different actions and also killed                   

more monsters. 

Graph 5: Actions performed by participant 5. 
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5.2.6 Participant 6 
Participant 6, the final tester, also - like the others - understood the controls and said that                 

nothing in particular stuck out. He thought that it was all quite simple and intuitive but that the                  

“hitboxes are weird”. He also wasn’t sure how to use the boxes in mode A. He said that the                   

game’s goal and his own were to “write and read notes”. By commenting on his own notes he felt                   

like he was creating a story for the next person to experience. He identified as an explorative                 

gamer (which made sense because he ran around and tried to read all the previously written                

notes). 

 

In mode A participant 6 didn’t try to collect or do anything in particular with the chalices but                  

once a high score was clearly added he quickly took to picking them up and trying to score. At                   

that point he started going around collecting chalices more, at times collecting several at once,               

and “avoiding the monsters” instead of killing them. He said that his own goal had become to                 

gain a high score.  

 

The difference between mode A and B, and its perceived goal, was that there was a much                 

stronger sense of “obvious” purpose which made him play differently. He also added that              

“carrying chalices became fun” because they mattered more. When looking at the collected data              

one can see that boxes placed were about the same but the amount of monsters killed and notes                  

written drastically decreased while chalices collected increased from zero to over 10. 

Graph 6: Actions performed by participant 6. 
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5.3 Analysis 
This study aimed to investigate and shed light on the impact score has on free-form designed                

games by testing a free-form game, with and without score, and semi-structured interviews on              

six participants. The game artifact used the principles defined by Juul (2003, 2007) and Gazzard               

(2011) to simulate a basic free-form design. They were able to perform all actions available -                

nothing was locked or limited by another mechanic - with no direct end goal or sub-goal.  

 

Five out of six participants said that they felt that the game had no designed goal in mode A, and                    

all of them presented their own goals. For example, Participant 1 said that his intrinsic goal for                 

mode A was to pick up chalices and kill monsters but when asked what he thought the designed                  

goal of the game was he said that there was none. Participant 3 was the exception saying that                  

because of the applause sound effect when collecting chalices he thought that was the goal of the                 

game, even though it was quite vague.  

 

In mode B, score was implemented in a way that would foster extrinsic motivation by adding                

visual and audio feedback. According to Troups et al (2009), by adding high score the act of                 

gaining points became more competitive and therefore more extrinsically rewarding. This can be             

seen and related to in this study by the fact that all participants said that when they saw a                   

highscore they wanted to beat it, and acted on that by collecting chalices more effectively. 

 

Graph 7: Total actions performed by all participants. 
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The graphs are meant to give an overview of a participant’s playthrough by showing what their                

actions were. It was observed that most participants looked for things to do, as seen by the fact                  

that they all tried every available action either in mode A or in B; by running around, shooting                  

monsters when they came close, and reading notes they explored the limitations of the game. 

 

Taking a look at the total participant actions (graph 7) one can see that in mode A and B they are                     

almost identical; 186 and 184 respectively. This may just be a surprising coincidence, but it               

could be that the players’ replaced their intrinsically motivated actions with the extrinsic reward              

of score, thereby still performing the same amount of actions. The overview of the total actions                

also shows how the aggregate number of each action changed in mode A and mode B. The trend                  

is that chalice collection increased while monsters killed and notes written decreased in mode B.               

This data would be more compelling if there were more participants involved but it did serve as                 

a good overview giving some kind of average for all the participants. 

 

A deeper look into the interviews 

 

The first questions in the interview were to establish if they wanted to figure out the controls and                  

mechanics of the game because they were new to it or because of the free-form design aspect;                 

only participant 5 “kept it to the basics” until mode B. This question may have been a bit vague                   

and didn’t offer much to the study, but it was kept in to both start a rapport with the participant                    

and to get some basic acknowledgement that they understood the mechanics of the game. 

 

Participant 4 gave an interesting answer to the question “If you were to define a goal for the                  

game, what would it be?” by saying that mode A had no goal because it had no reward. Since                   

mode A was designed to not have a goal and not have an extrinsic reward, or motivator, this                  

supports Gazzard (2011) that the relationship between reward and goals are so strong that              

rewards can directly steer the goal of the game. Participant 4, unlike the Skinner pigeons               

(Schwartz & Robbins, 1995), was not put in a state of anxiety resulting in creative play. By not                  

being given a reward he instead just felt like there was no goal, supporting Salen and                

Zimmerman’s (2004) claim on the importance of reward. This was however not the case for all                

participants. Based on the data and interviews the study shows that adding score for the most                

part directly affected the player’s goal and their perceived goal of the game. Participants 1, 2, 4, 5                  

and 6 all collected far more chalices when they were being rewarded for it. Furthermore, just                

looking at participants 5 and 6, one could see that in free-form design goals are directly affected                 

by a reward of score. Participant 6 ran around the map and explored in mode A, writing notes                  

with longer stories and killing monsters because that’s what he found fun. Then, in mode B, he                 

pretty much stopped writing notes and only killed the monsters that got in his way to collecting                 

chalices. On the other hand, participant 5 didn’t try anything but killing monsters and writing 1                

note which happened to say “help”, but then when the extrinsic reward was introduced she not                

only tried all the actions several times but also killed more monster. The internal goal of the                 

player has shifted, but new actions and reasons to explore new mechanics also emerged.  
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By asking the participants what player type they identified as after the first playthrough, using               

Bartle’s (1996) taxonomy of player types, and looking at the data collected from both of their                

playthroughs, it became apparent that there was very little correlation between what kind of              

player they felt they were and the way they played. However, there was a strong correlation                

between what kind of player type they were and what they perceived the goal to be in mode A.                   

For example one can see that the players that said they categorize themselves as killers and                

achievers - participants 2,4 and 5 - all stated that killing monsters was their intrinsic goal, while                 

participants that categorize themselves as explorers and social gamers - participants 1,3 and 6 -               

were more about finding new things to do, picking up chalices and reading/writing notes. 

 

With exception to participant 3, all others collected more chalices when introduced to a score               

mechanic that connected with the pre-designed goal of obtaining a high score. Based on              

participant 3’s interview it seemed that he already felt like the only thing rewarded was the                

chalices with the applause sound effect. This sound effect could have shifted the intrinsic reward               

of carrying out the task because of its clear feedback. Even though the game was designed                

without a goal, all participants felt like they had their own goal in the mode without score. This                  

could indicate that Salen and Zimmerman’s (2004) statement on meaningful play without goals             

not being possible is valid, and that when presented with a state of no clearly defined goals the                  

player creates one themselves to justify motivation of play.  

 

Interview questions after mode A 

 

It may not look as though the amount of chalices drastically changed when looking at the graphs                 

individually but when looking at the total it becomes very clear that more than double the                

amount of chalices were collected during mode B. Through the interviews it also became far               

clearer that their perception of the goal and how they played the game changed, as all of the                  

participants - except for participant 3 - said that their perceived goal had changed and that                

adding score had influenced it. Participant 4 even stated that because the game itself [had]               

changed focus he also changed with it and played differently. Score had given them clear               

unambiguous feedback in the pursuit of a goal (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004) and also              

reinforced the participants’ relative understanding if they are doing good or bad. This affirms              

the arguments put forth by Troups et al (2009) that score acts as a reward and can act as a                    

significant motivation for play and contradicts Salen and Zimmerman’s statement that score as             

an effect on play is only a “reward of glory”. The overjustification effect, as Ryan & Deci (2000)                  

define it, is seen by the way that the participants felt that they played differently and no longer                  

acted for their own goals. 

 

Lastly, one cannot draw a correlation between the amounts of different actions taken and the               

availability of score. Only which actions they started favoring (chalice collection) and the way              

participants’ changed intrinsic and extrinsic sense of purpose with the introduction of score.             

Score acted as extrinsically rewarding feedback that would relay the cause and effect             

relationship of the game to the player as Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) have stated: score is also a                  

means of reinforcing a player’s status and position in the game. It affected how all participants                
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perceived the goal of the game and how effectively they went about acting towards the clearest                

goal presented to them. 

5.4 Conclusion 
Based on the observations and interviews, score has a direct impact on a player’s              

intrinsic goals playing a game with a free-form design. Because of the small selection of               

participants, all within the same age group of 20-30 and males, with one female exception, one                

cannot generalize the results found, but, again, for this study there is definitely a correlation               

between adding score to a game without designed goals and the perceived goal of the game to                 

the player. Four out of six participants said that there was no goal in mode A. Five out of six                    

participants focused on collecting points and gaining a highscore once score was added, and all               

of them said that they felt that there was a shift in the design of the game and their own personal                     

goal. Finally, score - as an extrinsic reward - effects the focus of play by motivating the player                  

towards an unambiguous reward, thus reinforcing that action; replacing the intrinsic goals            

cultivated by free-form design. This shift however didn’t completely deter players from engaging             

in and looking for intrinsic goals. Even though most participants started performing less actions              

that didn’t give them points - and even stopped with some, as with participant 1 not writing                 

notes in mode B - the general trend is that score didn’t completely eliminate their desire to use                  

the available mechanics in search of intrinsic reward, it just shifted their focus.  
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6 Concluding Remarks 

6.1 Summary 
The research question for this study is:  

 

➢ How does score impact the player’s intrinsic goals when playing a game applying             

free-form design? 

 

The prototype game’s first mode gave the players several mechanics that six participants could              

explore with no clear goal. This was to test how they perceive and interpret their own goals in a                   

game with no goal, and to simulate a free-form design. The second mode had the same                

mechanics but this time one of the actions gave them points which added to a total high-score,                 

acting as the extrinsic motivation. This was to see how they then change their way of playing and                  

their perception of their intrinsic goal. The six participants who took part in the study also                

participated in a semi-structured interview after playing each mode. All participants’ actions            

were recorded and taken into consideration for the analysis on what impact score had on their                

way of playing.  

 

The results of the study show that score changes the way players perceive the goal of the game                  

and their motivation for action. Their personal or intrinsic goals shift from the ones they’ve               

established to the one that the game presents them with; collecting points and gaining a high                

score. Score shifts the focus, adding a clear reward and goal, and makes players play more                

efficiently towards that goal, but doesn’t completely deter players from engaging in other             

intrinsic goals.  

6.2 Discussion 
Score, as an extrinsic reward, gave the players an unambiguous goal and relayed their relative               

position within the game, unlike the mode without score that had nothing telling them if they                

are doing something right or wrong. Score was used in this study because of the way that it                  

fulfills the need for clear unambiguous feedback towards a goal (Toups et al, 2009) that Salen                

and Zimmerman (2004), and Costikyan (2002), state is necessary for a game to have.  

 

There are unfortunately not a lot of previous texts or studies on free-form games and games with                 

no designed goal. This is something that both lead the researcher to want to pursue the subject                 

but also made it difficult to document with current, relative references. Even though it seems               

like a lot of games are being made without a clear goal, especially in the experimental indie                 

scene, the amount of research on the matter is relatively low.  
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6.2.1 Implication of score in free-form design 
One of the main issues in the construction of a free-form game is to give the player’s enough                  

incentive to justify and pursuit their own intrinsic goals. This study attempted to simulate a               

free-form game by creating a game that had enough things to do with some form of permanence                 

steaming from social and constructive action, writing notes and placing/destroying blocks           

respectively. This does not prove or serve to reinforce Juul (2007) and Gazzard (2007) on what                

the definition of a game is and the different goal-centric design methods that are considered a                

game, but instead gives further insight into the effect that a certain reward system has on a                 

design method without explicit goals. Studying games without goals is worthwhile because as             

Juul (2007) states “Games with goals afford certain types of experiences well, and leave less               

room for others.” Within the realm of free-form games there is a balance point where enough                

reward and motivation is given to the player by the game that they want to play the way it was                    

ment but also enough freedom to promote expression and intrinsic value. 

 

There are other forms of extrinsic motivators and rewards such as cosmetic gear, rankings,              

money (as in gambling or in game currency), even experience points that just perpetuate a               

game’s goal. This study implies that extrinsic rewards and motivators shift the player’s focus but               

does not necessarily take away the willingness to explore and use the mechanics presented. For a                

game designer this knowledge is quite important because if they feel like their game lacks               

direction or purpose one way to give players this would be to add a score system. This will not                   

improve the game per say but it will focus the player’s attention. It would however not be                 

recommended to do so if the purpose of the game is to not have a goal since the score mechanic                    

will steal attention from other intrinsically valued rewards/motivations. This could also mean            

that if you have a game where players are focusing too much on a certain action one could add                   

points or another form of reward to another action that the designer really wants the players to                 

be focusing on. This ties directly into the work of Lepper et al (1974) and the overjustification                 

effect, and how an extrinsic reward steals the focus of the initial intrinsic motivation and how                

most players killed fewer monsters when presented with a clear goal of collecting chalices.              

Having an extrinsic reward will decrease intrinsic motivation and purpose but it will not have a                

major effect on players’ desire to experiment and play with the mechanics. 
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6.2.2 Game artifact 
When looking at the overall meaningfulness of the game and the participants’ sense of purpose,               

it seemed as though the game itself was meaningful, especially when two of them stated that                

explicitly, but most participants made certain actions meaningful for themselves through           

intrinsic motivation. The amount of basic intrinsic value in any of the game-defined actions              

could have been so low that for the most part participants were acting in the search of something                  

to do, and not because of what they wanted to do. This could mean that one could perhaps give a                    

person any number of menial actions and through repetition and time they would find              

“meaning” or “purpose” in the actions. It seemed as though permanence of one's actions in notes                

and boxes actually contributed to them feeling more intrinsically valued than if they hadn’t been               

permanent (seen by consequent players). This supports Toups et al (2009) and their study on               

score which draws the conclusion that “much of the value relies on public access” which in this                 

paper is presented as the competitive extrinsic value. With participant 2 and 6, knowing the               

notes will be read by other players motivated them to write more, and the same with placing                 

boxes. While participant 4 was placing boxes around a note he wrote he exclaimed that it was for                  

its protection - making it seem more valuable to the next player. 

 

The game could have benefited a lot from having some variation in the form of new monsters                 

and weapons and different “rooms” to explore. Finding, investigating and exploring could have             

increased the players’ incentive for intrinsically setting goals for themselves, since once they             

figured out everything they started performing actions more rarely. As Dickey (2005) points out,              

in her paper Engaging by Design, how important it is for a game to support discovery and                 

observation. This could have been done with action, resource, strategic or tactical hooks, adding              

towards the actions, feedback and affordances in the game (Dickey, 2005). In general, the size               

and lack of complexity limited the amount of subgoals players could give themselves since              

having a diverse playground gives mores ways to play (Juul, 2007).  

 

It was unclear if the extrinsic motivation of gaining a high score would be strong enough to                 

maintain a focus in longer playthroughs, but for smaller, shorter games like the artifact in this                

study it seems that an extrinsic motivational reward such as score and high score guides the                

player towards a clear goal, while not completely taking over from all the other actions.  

 

Looking at participant 5 one can see the shift of having a goal, and not having a goal, giving a                    

positive push into discovering new actions and mechanics. This, on the other hand, could also               

affect the other players that already had the intrinsic desire to try out all the actions and then, in                   

mode B, already knowing how things work, only trying out the newly introduced reward              

mechanic: score. Consequently, the discovery of action could have acted as an intrinsic goal, as               

seen by the paraphrased “yes, to figure out how to score” unified answers the participants gave                

to the question “did you want to try all the actions again once score was introduced?”.  
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6.2.3 Method 
The method for testing the research question had some limitations that came up such as: the                

observers’ influence as a presence, participants knowing it’s an experimental game, having the             

participants play both mode A and B, using a semi-structured interview and lastly that no               

recording device was used during the interviews.  

 

The participants would talk a lot during the play-through, commenting on their own actions and               

asking the observer what exactly they should be doing. Even though the observer never game               

direct instructions on what the goal or purpose was for each mode they made assumptions and                

tried to play in a way that that was influenced by them. The presence of an observer seemed to                   

have a direct effect on the way they played but this wasn’t tested so there is nothing supporting                  

that. As some of the participants said, knowing that it’s a game designed for an experiment, with                 

a study behind it, changed the way they played and gave them reason to explore and perform                 

actions as a way to just take part of the study. Participant 1 and 3 felt that by knowing that it’s a                      

study the way they played changed.  

 

Playing both mode A and mode B, one after the other, may have affected the results. Testing                 

mode A independently from mode B could show completely different results, because the             

mechanics would be new in both modes and score wouldn’t stick out as newly introduced. It                

would feel for the respective participants that they are playing the game as it should be played. It                  

became very obvious for participants when chalices gave them a score that now this is the part                 

being tested. The reason this method was chosen despite the downside is that it could then test                 

the way score affected a player’s direct perception of the goal during the same game. Their                

understanding of how the goal changed both in the game and intrinsically within themselves              

was key to analysing the impact of score.  

 

Semi-structured interviews helped keep the conversation going while also focusing on the            

important questions that needed to be answered. The observer was able to follow up on               

questions and clarify what was meant with “intrinsic goal” and “intrinsic motivation”. However,             

it also made the collection of data more difficult and made each participant’s interview a bit                

different potentially affecting the overall result.  

 

Lastly, not recording the interviews never proved to be an issue when analysing the data since                

notes were taken and the answers during the interview were clearly noted. Yet, it does weaken                

the validity of the study as the observer could have introduced his own biases towards the study                 

and paraphrased the answers as to fit the study. Using a recording device would have been                

beneficial for further analysis and evidence to support the study. Another way to have conducted               

the study without needing a recording device would have been for the participants to write their                

answers down as short essay answers. This method was not employed because of how easily the                

questions could be misinterpreted leading to answers that didn’t actually concern the study’s             

purpose. It would also have taken too much time.  
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6.3 Future Work 
If one were to continue testing the effects of score on free-form designed games it would be                 

beneficial to conduct a study that defines the term “free-form design” empirically so that future               

work can be made with the same foundation. There is not a lot of text on the matter of free-form                    

or goalless games. This could be in part because games without goals are seen purely as acts of                  

play or “software toys” as Costikyan (2002) puts it. Nonetheless, Juul (2003, 2007) did a good                

job defining what it means to have a game without a designed goal but the study can be taken                   

further into seeing it as a deliberate design decision to not have a goal that also cultivates                 

intrinsic player-set goals. That said, it would also be beneficial to test the effect of score on                 

free-form games with much larger test groups with a better gender variation and age. Having a                

larger test group would further the knowledge on how score and point systems affect motivation               

and goals. 

 

Testing different forms of score can have widely different results in the effects it has on player                 

defined goals in free-form games. This study only tested one action as the score giving action but                 

what would happen if all actions gave score? Would score on every action nullify itself, making                

the game again act as a free-form design or would one still try to gain as much score as possible                    

for the extrinsic motivation? 

 

An interesting way to continue testing this would be to, instead of creating a free-form game                

from scratch, try modding an already established and well received free-form game such as              

Minecraft (Mojang, 2009) or Rust (Facepunch, 2013). Adding score to a game that already has               

proven itself as a free-form game with intrinsically motivating goals and rewards would give way               

to even deeper understanding how free-form games’ goals are affected by scoring systems. 

 

Establishing a better understanding of where meaningfulness, purpose and motivation stem           

from, beyond the behavioristic perspective, can help further understand how and why intrinsic             

goals are developed. Salen and Zimmerman (2004) mention meaningfulness but how one            

creates meaning per say would be beneficial in order to understand how extrinsic motivators              

shift focus and personal goals. This in turn can lead to interesting studies in philosophy and how                 

we define goals, subgoals and establish meaning to our lives; if one sees our lives as the largest                  

free-form game of them all.  
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Appendix A - Priming Instructions 
 

● You agree to take part of this study and have your screen filmed during the duration of                 

play and understand that everything will be anonymous. 

● The artifact game project only works on windows 7 and higher 

● Study instructions: 

○ First choose mode A 

○ Play until all lives are lost or observer tells you to stop, do not exit the game                 

Instead lose all remaining lives until a statistics screen appears 

○ Then Choose mode B 

○ Play again until lives are lost or observer tills you to stop 

○ Take part in the short interview - answer as best you can 

● How to play the artifact game 

○ Movement - WASD keys 

○ Aim - Mouse  

○ Shoot - Left Mouse Button 

○ Place Blockers - hold Right Mouse Button and let go where you want it placed 

○ Destroy Blockers - Shoot them 

○ Place Notes - Press Enter and then type. Press enter again to save 

○ Interact with notes - stand over it and press Enter 

○ Delete a note - delete all the text within it and save 

○ Pick up chalice - Move over it 

○ Throw chalice - Left Mouse Button 

● Summary of controls 

○ WASD keys 

○ Mouse (LMB, RMB) 

○ Enter  
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Appendix B - Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
 

Mode A - no score 

 

● Did you feel like you understood the mechanics of the game?  

○ Did any stick out for you? 

● Did you feel like you wanted to test all the instructed actions one could perform? 

● If you were to define a goal for the game, what would it be? 

○ Follow up - is there even a goal? 

○ Could you explain what your goal was? 

● Would you consider yourself a social, achievement, killer or exploritive gamer? 

 

Mode B - with score 

 

● Did you feel like you wanted to retest all the instructed actions one could perform? 

○ Did any stick out for you? 

● Did you figure out how to gain score? 

○ Did that affect what you were doing in the game? 

● If you were to define a goal for the game, what would it be? 

○ Follow up - is there even a goal? 

○ Did you feel like YOU had a goal? 

○ Did you feel like gaining a high score was the goal? 

● What was your perceived difference between the goals in mode A and mode B? 

○ Did you notice that you played any differently? 
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